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Judge dismisses elder abuse charges
by Rachel Spacek

rspacek@recordcourier.com

Charges against a Gardnerville woman
were dismissed after a preliminary hearing
in East Fork Justice Court.
Kay M. Anderson, 66, former registered
nurse at Carson Valley Residential Care
Center, was originally arrested on charges of
elder abuse and neglect and the conspiracy
to commit criminal neglect of a patient.
Ron Cauley, who represented Anderson in
court, said all of the charges were dismissed

when the judge found no evidence to support the allegations.
In an interview with deputies, Anderson
admitted she was upset and stressed about
having the unsteady victim in the unit, but
denied allowing her to fall from the chair
and said she never intended the victim to
get hurt.
Video surveillance footage was taken of
the events. According to Erik Levin, prosecutor in the case, he thought the witness
testimony and video surveillance would be
enough to charge Anderson. Levin also said

four to five witnesses testified during what
he said was a lengthy hearing.
Levin said in her testimony, Anderson
said she assigned a caretaker to watch the
victim while she was attempting to find
somewhere else for the victim to go that was
more equipped to take care of her.
After the hearing, all of the charges were
dropped.
Because charges were dropped at the
preliminary hearing, double jeopardy is attached and the prosecution may not pursue
any further charges related to the case.

While a preliminary hearing is not a trial,
it does require the prosecution to meet the a
standard of evidence that a crime was committed and that there is sufficient evidence
that the person accused committed it.
Had the judge found in favor of the state,
the case would have still had to go to trial.
According to court documents, Anderson
allegedly ordered employees at Carson Valley Residential Care Center not to provide
care to a patient who was reported to be
“extremely unsteady” and “could not walk
without assistance.”

Fire investigator fined in ethics complaint
by Kurt Hildebrand

khildebrand@recordcourier.com

An ethics complaint allegation
was upheld against an East Fork
Fire District fire investigator last
week.
Capt. Terry Taylor allowed an
employee of his private firm to
investigate a case he’d worked on,
which the Nevada Ethics Commission ruled was a violation.
However, the board also ruled
that because Taylor had already
conducted his investigation
and announced the results, that
the incident didn’t affect his
judgment.
According to a stipulation,
Las Vegas Private Investigator

Timothy Lomprey filed the complaint including nine separate
allegations on Nov. 23, 2016.
Taylor, who has worked for East
Fork since 1997, routinely investigates fires outside of the county
with the permission of the district
chief. Taylor held a private investigator’s license that would allow
him to examine fire causes for the
private sector.
Under that license, Taylor was
not allowed to conduct investigations while on duty or use any district supplies or staff in Douglas
County or any case in which the
state is a first-party defendant.
According to the ethics commission, Terry Taylor Investigations employed two independent

“MY TAKE”

contractors and worked 30-40
private cases a year for attorneys
and insurance companies.
On Dec. 22, 2015, Taylor responded to a fire on Vicky Lane,
where he found that a lithium
battery was the cause. A few
weeks later, a private client requested one of the contractors
working for Taylor investigate the
same fire.
The client was an insurance
company working for the manufacturer who made the battery
Taylor blamed for the fire.
Lomprey was hired to investigate the fire on behalf of
the home’s insurer. Both Lomprey and Taylor’s contractor
interviewed him about his

investigation.
Taylor received $1,659.40
for the time it put into the
investigation.
Taylor admitted he violated the
conditions of his agreement, according to the ethics commission.
That constituted a single violation of Nevada’s ethics law.
However, because Taylor had
already conducted his investigation and announced his conclusions before knowing the battery
manufacturer hired his company,
it didn’t affect his conclusions.
“… The preponderance of
evidence does not support the
allegation that such employment, engagement or economic
opportunity tended improperly to

how inept county officialdom is? Move
along people. Nothing to see here, just
the largest theft/embezzlement in County
history.

According to the R-C, “Tiregate” is “the
largest public embezzlement in Douglas
County History” (12/29/17) and according
to the District Attorney, the amount
The cover-up implications make
stolen could be nearly $1,000,000 over the Watergate look like child’s play.
years in which the theft took place (R-C,
1/17/18).
Simply stated, “Tiregate” is a public
outrage and disgrace for all County
Since this fiasco was discovered more
officials, who from all appearances
than ten months ago, promotions, raises
have acted to protect themselves or the
and retirements of County staff (both
“reputation” of the County rather than
of employees who may well have been
look out for the taxpayers and residents.
implicated and of employees charged with Shameful.
the responsibility of preventing this type
of crime to occur) have proceeded apace
Investigations like this need to be
as if nothing had ever occurred. The trail performed rapidly, without delay. By now
has gone cold due to the orchestrated
the culprits will have had plenty of time
inaction of our own County officials.
to retire, change jobs, “lose” or destroy
records, and the recipients of those stolen
At the County level all is secret. At
tires (whoever they may be) will have
the state level all is secret. The D.A.
had plenty of time to get rid of them.
and the Sheriff prosecute—with zeal
Because of County incompetence, there
and publicity—many theft, fraud, and
is little hope for the recovery of any of
embezzlement matters. But a different
the proceeds of this embezzlement, the
standard seems to apply when the theft
source of which was hard-earned tax
and/or embezzlement of public funds
dollars. Still, the County remains mute.
occurs under the noses of the very same
No accountability for the umpteenth time.
public officials and County staff charged
with guarding against that very thing.
So let me get this straight—the process
Too embarrassing? Or too likely to reveal works like this: 1) finally discover a
Paid advertisement by Tom and Ginger Starrett

influence a reasonable person in
Taylor’s public position to depart
from the faithful and impartial
discharge of his public duties.”
That’s because both Taylor’s
investigation for the district and
his company’s investigation found
the battery was responsible for
starting the Vicky Lane fire.
Lomprey’s investigation came
to the same conclusion, which
was that a radio-controlled car
battery on a Venom Pro 2 charger
was the source of the fire.
As a result of the ethics complaint, Taylor, who is scheduled
to retire from the fire district in
May, must pay a $500 fine and
turn the $1,659.40 fee over to the
state.

multi-year theft/embezzlement that
could be seen as evidence of wide scale
corruption and/or negligence in the
County; 2) find a way to throw a cloak
of secrecy over the whole matter so
those most responsible for this incredible
blunder can control what the public
knows and manipulate public opinion;
3) create an investigative process that
drags out bringing any of the criminals
to justice despite the result being the
likelihood that none of the stolen taxpayer
money will be recovered; 4) diminish the
significance of the whole matter by hiring
consultants and establishing “hotlines,” so
that the “story” will be “We’re on it. This
will never happen again;” and 5) cross
your fingers that the people whose hardearned money was stolen will become
tired and forget about what happened.
“My Take” on this matter is that the
public officials/employees who have
orchestrated this fiasco, and who have
permitted it to happen in the first place,
and who have participated, actively or
passively, in perpetuating this apparent
“cloak of secrecy” fraud on the public are
not fit to hold public office.
Tom Starrett, Gardnerville

